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Sammanfattning
Inom området för realtidsanalys- och videoförbättring är överföringen mellan processor
och grafikkort ett väldigt tidskrävande moment; kortare överföringstid innebär mer tid
för videobehandling. Ett flertal varianter av de vanliga överföringsmetoderna utvecklades
och testades på nio datorer och med hjälp av resultatet designades två smarta valsystem.
Genom att använda dessa valsystem kan man korta ner överföringtiden mellan processor
och grafikkort till en sjundedel jämfört med om man använder de vanliga
överföringsmetoderna.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Real-time video processing is the field of analyzing and enhancing video in real-time.
Bachoo[6] establishes that complex real-time video enhancement algorithms require
work to be done on both CPU (central processing unit) and GPU (graphics processing
unit) to achieve the highest performance. This is due to the fact that these algorithms
depend on both sequential- and parallel operations. A CPU handles sequential
operations better than a GPU and a GPU handles parallel operations better.
Accordingly, data needs to be transferred from the CPU memory to the GPU memory
to allow the GPU to perform the necessary operations. Data transfer between CPU and
GPU is reasonably fast on modern desktop computers using PCIExpress[w1]. Laptops
on the other hand has lower transfer rate when compared against a desktop computer.
In real-time video analysis all operations are time critical, everything needs to be
optimized for time. Video frames arrives at a steady rate and needs to be processed and
sent back before the next frame arrives in order to keep the real-time aspect. When
describing transfer time there are two aspects to be examined - latency and throughput.
Latency is the time it actually takes for the transfer to occur, including any initialization
time and/or waiting time. The throughput is the actual transfer rate, the rate at which
the data is transferred during the actual data transfer.
The latency of the transfer becomes important when working with real-time analysis;
although the data throughput is high, there can be a high latency which increases the
overall transfer time.

1.1.1

Rugged Computers

A rugged computer is designed to operate in harsh conditions where a normal computer
does not operate reliably. There are several types of rugged computers - fully rugged,
semi-rugged and durable. The following table defines the different level of ruggedness
from Venture Development Corporation's (VDC) point of view[w2].
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Ruggedness
scale

Definition

Fully
Rugged

Mobile computers designed to meet MIL-STD 810-F and AT LEAST
IP54 standards

SemiRugged

Mobile computers designed to meet IP54 standards (but not MILSTD 810-F)

Durable

Mobile computers that are not MIL-STD/IP/NEMA rated but have
features such as shock-mounted hard drives, accelerometers, and spillproof keyboards
Table 1: Definition of different rugged scales

The fully rugged computers has to meet the MIL-STD 810-F standard[w3]. For instance
they have to be fully encapsulated to allow them to be submerged in water or operate
in sandstorms. Moving parts need to be kept to a minimum for increased robustness
and a long battery life is very important. A computer fulfilling this standard therefore
has reduced computing power and resources compared to an ordinary non-ruggedized
computer. Fully rugged computers are therefore a hard target to develop for as the
applications needs to be lightweight and resource-effective. Rugged computers hereby on
denotes fully rugged computers.

1.1.2

Imint

Imint AB is a company that develops software solutions for real-time video enhancement
and analysis. Their software enhances both moving and fixed video in real life situations,
for instance in aircraft, marine or ground environments. Low system requirements
enables the software to be ran on resource constrained computers, for instance rugged
computer, as often is the case in these environments.
The following picture shows contrast optimization - one of the capabilities of Imint's
products through the use of Vidhance©[w4] live video enhancement technology.
Vidhance© is also developed by Imint.
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Figure 1: Scene adaptive contrast optimization with Vidhance©
Other capabilities include object tracking, video stabilization and Sky-up. All these
features needs to be applied in real-time so every millisecond counts.

1.1.3

Motivation

Imint's software has to run on a resource constrained computer (mostly rugged
computers) and therefore it has to be optimized for minimum resource consumption.
Most of the computational time wants to be spent analyzing and enhancing the video.
Unfortunately for Imint a large portion of the time is spent preparing the video stream
for enhancement and analysis. A big time consumer is the data transfer between CPU
memory and GPU memory. On rugged laptops with integrated graphics cards this can
take enormously more time than it does on a desktop PC with a dedicated graphics card.
The figure below shows the difference between transfer rates for a desktop computer and
a rugged laptop.
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Figure 2: Transfer rate (sum of upload and download) between CPU and GPU for a desktop
computer (Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 (2,66GHz), NVIDIA Quadro FX 370) and a rugged
laptop (Panasonic CF-19, Intel i5 2520M (2,50GHz), Intel HD Graphics 3000, Win7
64)
Unfortunately most clients in need of Imint's software use rugged laptops where CPU
load needs to be kept low (for longer battery life and for other programs to run
simultaneously) and resources are constrained. Using data from figure 2 the time for
transferring typical video data1 is 7-18 ms depending on the input format. This is about
15-40% of the time available until the next frame arrives, meaning this transfer is
limiting the available image processing time by a lot. Panasonic CF-19 is the rugged
computer most clients use and Panasonic Toughbook is the leading manufacturer in
Europe for rugged laptops with 65% market share in 2011 (VDC, March 2012)[w5].
The image processing in Imint's software is partly done using the CPU and partly
using the GPU (figure 5 shows a typical workflow for real-time video processing in
a computer). When image data arrives into the system it has to be decoded into a
meaningful pixel format 2. After the data has been decoded it is handled by the CPU.
The CPU analyzes the data and applies the first part of the image processing. When the
CPU analysis is complete the image is sent to the GPU for further processing. The GPU
applies different video enhancing techniques and then outputs the enhanced image to
the screen.
In some use cases the enhanced video stream needs to be streamed to other systems or
just saved to disk. In those cases data needs to be transferred back to the CPU, resulting
in another resource expensive transfer between CPU and GPU. Accordingly there is a
1. A PAL (720x576) video frame in YUV or BGRA
2. Decoding algorithms utilizing the GPU exists but are not widely spread, therefore it is not an
option to decode on the GPU
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need to transfer video from the CPU memory to the GPU memory and possibly transfer
it back again.
A shorter transfer time means more time to process the image. Transfer speed and latency
are therefore very important for Imint. The performance of Imint's products relies on
short transfer times and low latency as this allows for more video enhancement and
lower hardware requirements. Reducing transfer times will lower system requirements
and open up for more computers to use the software effectively.
Reduced latency and increased throughput will also allow for more efficient recording
of enhanced video, which today is impossible for Imint in many cases due to the slow
transfer time from GPU to CPU. Worth noting is that transferring data back from the
GPU to the CPU is more time consuming than the other way around as can be seen in
the figure below. This is also the general case as can be seen in figure 14.

Figure 3: Upload and download rates on a rugged laptop (Panasonic CF-19, Intel i5
2520M (2,50GHz), Intel HD Graphics 3000, Win7 64) using a typical OpenGL transfer
method

1.1.4

Transfer times

The transfer time between CPU memory and GPU memory varies a lot depending on
the platform as can be seen figure 2, 18 and 19. Knowing the amount of time needed for
the transfer is thus hard and this can be an annoying problem when developing software.
Harrison and Waldron[5] shows that transfer time also depends on what resolution the
image has and what pixel format it is using, making it even harder to estimate the time.
As Harrison and Waldron[5] showed that the transfer time to pixel ratio is not linear
the image could possibly be divided into pieces. Transferring these pieces sequentially or
in parallel could possibly improve transfer times. There are two kinds of parallelization
that comes to mind; dividing the image into several pieces possibly improving latency
or transferring multiple images simultaneously possibly increasing throughput. Although
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synchronization issues may occur and severely crippling transfer time. Currently there is
almost no documentation on parallelization in this area, especially outside the context
of high performance computing. All that is available is a chapter in the OpenGL
book OpenGL Insights[3] and Venkataraman's presentation on "Optimizing Texture
Transfers"[8]. They mention a few things about synchronization issues but no results
proving parallelization to be uninteresting.

1.2

Method

The thesis was performed in several phases. First all available transfer methods were tested
to uncover their strengths and weaknesses and understand how they differ. Variations
and parallelization of the tested methods were performed to possibly improve their
capabilities. These new methods was tested together with the first set of methods. With
all test results gathered, two decision algorithms was designed picking the fastest method
and degree of parallelization for each occasion.

1.3

Boundaries

A few boundaries are put up to tighten the scope of the thesis, they are mostly derived
from Imint's current state and perspective.
•

•
•

Only transfer methods which allows the GPU to process the image using
OpenGL was tested, nothing else. OpenGL is what Imint use in their
products.
Only Windows XP and Windows 7, these are the target platforms and the
platforms Imint's clients are using
No other transfer than that between CPU memory and GPU memory and vice
versa
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2

Theory

2.1

Video

Standard-definition video in Europe is encoded as PAL[w6] (Phase Alternating Line)
which is a colour encoding system. The picture frequency is 50 fields per second but only
half the picture is showed at a time so it actually shows 25 complete images per second.
This is called frame rate, PAL has a frame rate of 25 fps (frames per second). This means
that a video running at 25 fps displays one complete image per 40ms. This is the time
window in which a software has to analyze and enhance the image in order for it to be
shown in real-time without any dropped frames. The video also needs to be decoded and
transferred to the GPU (and possibly transferred back) in this time window of 40 ms.
When decoding a video or image it has to be stored using a specific pixel format.
RGBA[w7] or RGB[w8] are typical formats; RGB stores the red, green and blue values
used 8 bits each. RGBA adds an alpha channel of 8 bits denoting opacity.
One of the pixel formats used by Imint is called YUV[w9]. The Y in YUV indicates
the luminance[w10] i.e. the brightness of the image while U and V indicate the
chrominance[w11] i.e. the color of the image. Below is a picture showing the different
channels in the YUV format.

Figure 4: To the left is the complete image. Following from left to right is the Y, U and V
channels respectively.
The YUV format is geared towards human perception by allowing reduced bandwidth
for chrominance components. By reducing the resolution of the U and V channels by
a factor four, a smaller format YUV411 (or YUV420) is achieved without noticeably
reducing the information for the human eye. This equates to 3/8 of the bandwidth used
when compared width RGBA and half the bandwidth used when compared with RGB.
There are a lot of pixel formats and they all have their advantages and drawbacks.
Selecting the appropriate pixel format will reduce transfer time between CPU memory
and GPU memory, by avoiding swizzling or padding[1]. Swizzling is when the driver has
to swap the byte order due to mismatching pixel formats between CPU memory and
GPU memory. Padding is when the driver has to pad the data when the pixel sizes don't
match. Different platforms may behave differently with different pixel formats as it all
comes down to the driver implementation.
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With the increasing demand of high-definition video the software needs to adapt and
provide support for high-definition (HD) video. Imint's software support high-definition
video but the problem lies in high transfer times between CPU and GPU when working
with resource constrained computers. The transfer time for a HD image on a Panasonic
CF-19 using YUV420 and a typical transfer method3 can be calculated to approximately
29 ms using data from figure 2. This equates to approximately 73% of the processing
time available, leaving almost no time left for actual image processing. The increase in
image processing time for HD compared to SD is less as the image processing algorithms
used by Imint scale sub-linearly. This means that for HD it is even more important to
reduce the transfer times.
A typical workflow of real-time video processing in a computer is described in figure
5, Imint uses this workflow except that the image is not sent back to the CPU at the
moment.

Figure 5: A typical workflow of real-time video processing in a computer
Image data arrives to the CPU and is processed. The data is then transferred to the GPU
where the image data is further processed on the GPU and viewed on the screen. In some
use cases the enhanced video stream needs to be streamed to other systems or just saved
to disk resulting in another transfer back to the CPU.

2.2

Theoretical transfer rates

The transfer between RAM on the CPU and texture object on the GPU is the most
time consuming operation in the real-time video processing data flow described in figure
5. The speed of this operation depends on the connection between CPU and GPU.
Following are two tables describing the maximum theoretical limit of different link
technologies. The first table compares most link technologies for dedicated graphics cards
and the second table compares link technologies for integrated graphics from Intel.
3. glTexImage
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Version

Capacity per lane Capacity for 8 lanes Capacity for 16 lanes

PCI

133 MB/s

n/a

n/a

AGP 1.0

266 MB/s

n/a

n/a

AGP 3.0

266 MB/s

2133 MB/s

n/a

PCIe v1.x

250 MB/s

2000 MB/s

4000 MB/s

PCIe v2.x

500 MB/s

4000 MB/s

8000 MB/s

PCIe v3.0

985 MB/s

7880 MB/s

15 760 MB/s

PCIe v4.0 (upcoming)

1969 MB/s

15 752 MB/s

31 504 MB/s

Table 2: Capacities of PCI Express versions and older standards in each direction

Ar
Architectur
chitecturee

CPU

Capacity

North/South bridge

Core 2 Duo

6400 MB/s-10656 MB/s

Clarkdale/Arrandale (DMI 1.0)

Core i5

2.5 GT/s (1024 MB/s)

Sandy Bridge (DMI 2.0)

Core i5

5.0 GT/s (2048 MB/s)

Table 3: Transfer rates for Intel's integrated graphics controllers in each direction

The values shown above are the theoretical maximum limit, but these are not reached
in real-life situations. For instance as seen in figure 2 the maximum transfer speed
measured when transferring image data on a Panasonic CF-19 is roughly 120 MB/s
which corresponds to 5% of the theoretical maximum limit for a Sandy Bridge.
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3

Standard transfer methods

Transfer methods for transferring data between CPU and GPU are examined. From
this point on uploading data refers to transferring data from the CPU to the GPU and
downloading data refers to transferring data from the GPU to the CPU. Downloading
data takes longer as GPUs are not built for that usage, they are built for uploads. Figure 3
shows download and upload rates for the rugged laptop CF-19 from the market-leading
Panasonic. Ketchum[7] also supports this claim showing a 260% difference in favor for
upload.
There are two existing transfer methods using OpenGL today
1. Utilizing the standard API calls glTexImage (including glTexSubImage) and
glGetTexture or glReadPixels
2. Utilizing pixel buffer objects[w12] (core feature in OpenGL v2.1)
The first method will be called the conventional transfer as it is the most widely used and
as it is composed of several API calls.

3.1

Conventional Transfer

The conventional transfer denotes the most used transfer method for OpenGL - using the
API functions provided for upload and download. It is a synchronous transfer meaning
that it blocks during the whole data transfer. It is very easy to implement and normally
only requires a few lines of code.

3.1.1

Upload

Before any upload happens the image data has to be transferred (decoded) from the
source to the system memory. When completed a conventional CPU to GPU transfer
involving the OpenGL API function glTexImage2D[w13] copies the texture from system
memory(RAM) to a texture on the GPU. The CPU is in charge on both these transfers
and is therefore busy during the entire transfer.
The following figure shows the data flow of the conventional transfer.
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Figure 6: Uploading data using one glTexImage

3.1.2

Download

To download data from a texture the OpenGL API function glGetTexImage[w14] can be
used. It operates like glTexImage2D but in the opposite way; it copies data from a texture
image to CPU memory (a pointer to memory).

3.2

Pixel Buffer Objects

A pixel buffer object(PBO) is an extension for OpenGL. It is essentially a ordinary
buffer object storing actual pixel data. The PBO resides on the GPU in OpenGL
controlled memory therefore making a transfer from a PBO to a texture object almost
instantaneous if DMA (Direct Memory Access[w15]) transfer is supported. A DMA
controller then handles the transfer freeing the CPU to do other work. It is therefore
categorized as a asynchronous transfer. Worth noting is that some graphics cards only
allows asynchronous transfers when not rendering (GeForce 400 Series and Radeon HD
6000 Series for instance)[3].
PBOs can be used both for uploading and downloading data. The current method is
specified by assigning the buffer target to either unpack or pack. The unpack buffer
handles uploads and the pack buffer handles downloads.
The information available on how to transfer data using PBOs is not very
comprehensible. In the following subsections there are therefore two very detailed lists
describing how to upload and download data to and from GPU memory using PBOs.
Implementing it should be easy following the lists.

3.2.1

Upload

This is a description of how to upload data using PBOs. Points one through three are
only necessary during initialization. Points four through eight needs to be performed
every time the texture needs to be updated.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Generate a PBO on the GPU using glGenBuffers
Bind PBO to unpack buffer target
Allocate buffer space on GPU according to data size using glBufferData
Map PBO to CPU memory denying GPU access for now. glMapBuffer returns
a pointer to a place in GPU memory where the PBO resides
Copy data from CPU to GPU using pointer from glMapBuffer
Unmap PBO (glUnmapBuffer) to allow GPU full access of the PBO again
Transfer data from buffer to a texture target
Unbind the PBO to allow for normal operation again

The following pie chart shows the time taken for each task in the above list. Note that
this is just a guideline and will not necessary hold true for all platforms.

Figure 7: The percentual time spent for each task when uploading data to the GPU using a
single PBO. Tests were performed on a desktop computer (Intel Core 2 Duo E6750
(2,66GHz), NVIDIA Quadro FX 370)
The following figure describes the data flow when using one PBO to upload data to the
GPU.
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Figure 8: Uploading data using one PBO

3.2.2

Download

PBOs can also be used to download data back to the CPU. It works almost like
uploading but the other way around. Downloads as opposed to uploads is where PBOs
really can increase performance, presuming that you have other work to do during the
asynchronous transfer. There is one problem which must be addressed though; as the
download is an asynchronous operation (using DMA) one must make sure that the GPU
does not clear the render buffer before the transfer is complete. This can be fixed by using
two render targets at the expense of memory and is called double-buffering[w22].
Following is a description of how to download data using PBOs. Points one through
three are only necessary during initialization. Points four through nine needs to be
performed every time new data wants to be downloaded.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Generate a PBO on the GPU using glGenBuffers
Bind PBO to unpack buffer target
Allocate buffer space on GPU according to data size using glBufferData
Decide what framebuffer to read using glReadBuffer. One can also read directly
from a texture using glGetTexImage, then skipping the next step
Use glReadPixels to read pixel data from the targeted framebuffer to the bound
PBO. This call does not block as it is asynchronous when reading to a PBO as
opposed to CPU controlled memory.
Map PBO to CPU memory denying GPU access for now. glMapBuffer returns
a pointer to a place in GPU memory where the PBO resides
Copy data from GPU to CPU using pointer from glMapBuffer
Unmap PBO (glUnmapBuffer) to allow GPU full access of the PBO again
Unbind the PBO to allow for normal operation again

The following pie chart shows the time taken for each task in the above list. Note that
this is just a guideline and will not necessary hold true for all platforms.
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Figure 9: The percentual time spent for each task when uploading data to the GPU using a
single PBO. Tests were performed on a desktop computer (Intel Core 2 Duo E6750
(2,66GHz), NVIDIA Quadro FX 370)

Figure 10: Downloading data using one PBO

3.2.3

Multiple Pixel Buffer Objects

A problem that may occur when using a PBO is that both CPU and GPU want to access
it. When for instance the CPU accesses it the GPU has to wait until CPU is done. By
using multiple PBOs this problem can be avoided. While the CPU uploads data to one
PBO the GPU can copy data from another PBO(which has been filled by the CPU
earlier) to a texture. This enables both the upload and texture update operation to happen
simultaneously and therefore increase performance. Following is a figure showing how to
upload data using two PBOs.
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Figure 11: Uploading data using two PBOs, where n > 0
During transfer n the CPU copies information to PBO 1 using a pointer acquired from
the OpenGL call glMapBuffer therefore denying the GPU access to it. During the same
frame the GPU instead copies data from PBO 2 to a texture object. When time comes
for transfer n + 1, the roles of PBO 1 and PBO 2 are exchanged. PBO 1 is used to update
a texture object and PBO 2 used for uploading data.

3.3

Manufacturer specific methods

There are also transfer techniques only working on specific platforms. For instance,
nVidia has a feature called GPUDirect to bypass the CPU and for integrated Intel
graphics cards there is a specific solution that probably is faster than the default one.
Although many transfer methods will be described below only one of them will be
evaluated, namely INTEL_map_texture. The other methods are just here for
completeness and to show the specific methods that exist in the area.

3.3.1

Intel

Intel produces their CPUs with integrated graphics controllers. Due to the fact that they
reside on the same chip they can actually share physical memory. A faster way to transfer
data than the conventional one is therefore available which utilizes this feature.
3.3.1.1

INTEL_map_texture

INTEL_map_texture is an extension to OpenGL for systems with integrated GPUs. It
allows the CPU to directly access the GPU textures mapped using this extension. This
bypasses one copy step and hopefully decreases the overall transfer time.
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3.3.2

AMD

AMD has several shortcuts available in terms of reducing transfer times between CPU
and GPU. AMD_pinned_memory is an extension for OpenGL allowing higher control
of the physical memory used by the graphics device. APU zero copy path is a technique
allowing GPU and CPU to share memory directly. Heterogeneous System Architecture is an
new architecture that gathers all memory in a single address space and allows application
to choose which hardware should execute what task. It is competing with NVIDIA's
Unified Virtual Addressing (described in 4.3.3.2).
3.3.2.1

AMD_pinned_memory

AMD_pinned_memory is an extension to OpenGL for that allows improved control of
the physical memory used by the graphics device.
By pinning a page of allocated system memory it allows the GPU to access it directly
saving a copy operation. This enables the GPU to use memory directly from the CPU,
you may for example draw directly from a system memory copy of an image
3.3.2.2

APU zero copy path

In AMD APP SDK 2.5[w16] and newer there is a zero copy transfer path bypassing the
constraints of the PCIe bus. It allow the creation of a memory buffer in GPU memory
which is accessible from the CPU.
It works by utilizing the common DDR3 memory shared between GPU and GPU in the
AMD A-Series APU. It is normally partitioned between CPU and GPU but physically it
is the same memory. So in theory there is nothing stopping them from sharing a part of
memory. Normally the PCIe bus connects GPU and CPU but by sharing memory this
connection can be bypassed.
In OpenCL a memory buffer can be allocated using the special flags
CL_MEM_ALLOC_HOST_PTR and CL_MEM_READ_ONLY enabling the buffer to
be used by both CPU and GPU. CPU can map this buffer into CPU memory by using
the clMapBuffer command transferring control over the buffer to the CPU. After the
CPU is finished with the memory buffer it calls clEnqueueUnmapMemObject releasing
the buffer back to the GPU enabling it access to the data.
Transfer rates of over 15 GB/s have been achieved for mid-range AMD A-Series
platforms using multiple CPU cores[w17]. This transfer rate surpasses the transfer rate
for discrete GPUs using the PCIe bus.
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3.3.2.3

Heterogeneous System Architecture

AMD's newest technology called Heterogeneous System Architecture(HSA) is an
architecture designed to gather all different memory in a computer into a single unified
address space. An application can request that the work is performed on the hardware
most appropriate for each task. As all hardware share the same memory they can simply
pass pointers around. A problem with this is synchronization, atomic memory operations
and barrier are therefore supported to allow them to effectively use the same memory
without corrupting the data.
A test was performed by the HSA team on a facial detection algorithm using two
implementations. The compared a normal CPU/GPU implementation in OpenCL
versus a HSA implementation. The result was a 2.3x relative performance gain[w18]
when using the HSA implementation.

3.3.3

NVIDIA

GPU Direct allows other devices to directly read and write CUDA host and device
memory. NVIDIA'S latest technology is called Unified Virtual Addressing and is a single
address space for CPU and GPU memory. It is competing with AMD's Heterogeneous
System Architecture (see 4.3.2.3).
3.3.3.1

GPU Direct

GPUDirect was introduced by NVIDIA in June 2010. It provides 3rd party network
adapters, solid-state drives (SSDs) and other devices direct access to read and write
CUDA host and device memory. This reduces memory copies and CPU overhead
improving transfer times on NVIDIA Tesla™ and Quadro™ products. GPUDirect sports
the following features: accelerated communication with network and storage devices,
peer-to-peer transfers between GPUs, peer-to-peer memory access, RDMA and
GPUDirect for video.
3.3.3.2

Unified Virtual Addressing

NVIDIA's latest technology is called Unified Virtual Addressing(UVA), it is similar to
AMD's HSA. It uses a single address space for all CPU and GPU memory. The physical
memory location is determined from pointer value. It allows libraries to simplify their
interfaces by collapsing all four copy cases of transfers between CPU and GPU (CPU to
CPU, GPU to GPU, CPU to GPU, GPU to CPU) into one single case.
UVA has some requirements, it has be a 64 bit application on a computer with a Fermiclass GPU running at least CUDA 4.0.
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4

Method

4.1

Phases

To reduce the latency and increase the throughput of a data transfer between CPU and
GPU four phases were executed. The first phase Evaluation I is about evaluating the
available methods for data transfer and gather information about them. In the next phase
Extension all evaluated methods were extended, changed and/or parallelized to possibly
improve their capabilities. The third phase is a new evaluation phase Evaluation II where
the methods from Evaluation I were tested against the methods from the Extension phase.
In the fourth and last phase Decision Algorithms two decision algorithms were designed
using the results from the Evaluation II phase. The algorithms helps decide what method
to use for each occasion and platform.

4.1.1

Evaluation I

The available standard data transfer methods for OpenGL described in section 4.1 and
4.2 were evaluated using the evaluation procedures described below. The manufacturer
specific method INTEL_map_texture could not be implemented and had to be left out.
A thing to keep in mind when evaluating glTexImage and glTexSubImage is that those calls
may do format conversions in the background. They may switch byte order and pad the
data if the pixel format does not match the internal pixel format. Therefore it is hard to
estimate the actual transfer time but by choosing pixel formats carefully reliable results
will be achieved.
4.1.1.1

Evaluation Procedure

All methods up for evaluation were ran through a custom developed benchmark
application. The methods were ran multiple times with different parameters to make
sure that all their strengths and weaknesses were found. The time was measured for each
iteration and statistics gathered and saved. All statistics were plotted in graphs to simplify
the evaluation for the human eye. The parameters used for evaluation are listed below.
4.1.1.2

Evaluation parameters

The total transfer time including latency was evaluated with the following parameters
being the variables. By testing all the parameters in this phase a few of them can be
removed until the next phase simplifying testing.
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#

Parameter

Values

1

Platform

Windows 7 and Windows XP

2

OpenGL version

1.1, 2.1, 3.1

3

Size (resolution)
of image

from 100x100 to 1500x1500 (1440x1440 has the same
pixel area as an HD image)

4

Pixel format

BGRA, RGBA, YUV420, Luminance

5

Internal pixel
format

RGBA8, Luminance

6

Number of
textures

1 or 2, alternating between them if 2

7

Number of
bitmaps

1 or 2, alternating between them if 2

4.1.2

Extension

The methods from Evaluation I phase was changed, extended and/or parallelized to
possible improve their transfer times. The resulting methods are described in section 7:
Extended transfer methods

4.1.3

Evaluation II

All methods from Evaluation I phase was tested together will all methods from the
Extension phase. The testing procedure was the same as in the Evaluation I phase except
it used a new set of evaluation parameters.
4.1.3.1

Evaluation parameters

The latency and transfer time were evaluated with the following parameters being the
variables. The evaluation parameters from Evaluation I phase was modified by removing
a few which had no effect on the result and adding the parameter number of threads. All
standard algorithms from the Evaluation I phase were counted as using one thread.
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#

Parameter

Values

1

Platform

Windows 7 and Windows XP

2

Size (resolution)
of image

from 100x100 to 1500x1500 (1440x1440 has the same
pixel area as an HD image)

3

Pixel format

BGRA, RGBA, YUV420, Luminance

4

Number of
threads

1, 2, 4, ..., n where n is the number of logical cores
available

4.1.4

Decision Algorithms

By looking at the results from Evaluation I phase two decision algorithms have been
designed which then can be used when integrating this into an existing system.
Developing an all-in-one decision- and transfer system was too complex, there are
so many variables that the code will be ineffective. Instead, designs for two decision
algorithms were produced that can be used when developing a flexible data transfer
controller that uses the fastest method for each occasion. So the purpose of the decision
algorithms is to make sure a data transfer can be be performed as fast as possible.

4.2

Performance Measurement

The data transfer between CPU and GPU happen relatively fast, meaning that precise
timing is necessary. It is also important to make sure that the computer is not running
a lot of background tasks or another programs which may interfere with the results. To
be able to control the environment fully a custom benchmarking application will be
developed to evaluate the performance.

4.2.1

Benchmarking Application

The benchmarking application is built in C# using Microsoft's .NET library[w19] and
a graphics library developed from Imint called Kean[w20]. It has build-in support for
multi-threading using a thread pool that also works with OpenGL contexts and enables
a program to use several OpenGL contexts and sharing objects between them. It also
supplies tools for working with images simplifying the handling of images.

4.2.2

Timing method

The timing method used to evaluate the methods relies on the Stopwatch class in the
.NET Framework. If supported by the hardware and operating system the stopwatch will
use a high-resolution performance counter closely connected to the ticks of the CPU.
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By measuring the number of ticks elapsed a high precision timing value is achieved. The
total time taken Ttot will be measured as follows
Ttot = Tticks * Freq
where Tticks is the number of ticks elapsed and Freq is the frequency of the timer in ticks.
To simulate a real world scenario an optional delay between every transfer is
incorporated. For instance, setting this delay to 40 ms mimics the image data flow of a
PAL video where 25 transfers occurs as 25 is the frame rate of PAL video. Without this
delay the GPU maybe clogged with data and we do not receive a fair result. After all the
real world is where things matter, simulating unrealistic scenarios would yield result that
are harder to apply to the real world.
The benchmarking program does many things to make sure that the data is consistent
and valid. It runs several transfers to the graphic card before the actual testing to make
sure any initialization and/or start-up costs are minimized. When performing the actual
test each method is ran a certain amounts of time before performing the next test. To
make sure one test doesn't get unlucky the whole test set is performed several times
taking a mean of all values. After each test is completed the program automatically
discards outliers according the the Fourth-Spread Outlier Test[9].
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5

Extended transfer methods

Extension of the methods was done in several ways, namely splitting the image data into
several parts or substituting a few API calls with similar ones. Several extended methods
will be mentioned below.

5.1

Other API

In some graphics drivers some API functions are more optimized than others. Newer API
functions are often favored in front of older API functions, so different API functions
capable doing the same thing can give a difference in performance. The OpenGL
specification only defines functionality, not performance. Below are some variants of the
standard methods using other API functions.

5.1.1

Conventional transfer without reallocation

By calling glTexSubImage instead of glTexImage one can fill an already allocated texture
with data. So the texture is allocated once with glTexImage and then updated with
glTexSubImage. This seem more intelligent but only works if the data format and data size
is not changed over time forcing us to reallocate the texture.

5.1.2

Pixel buffer object without glMapBuffer

The pixel buffer implementation can be changed by transferring the data using the
glBufferSubData function instead of using the ordinary flow with glMapBuffer as
described in the standard transfer section.

5.1.3

Frame Buffer Object

A frame buffer object (FBO)[3] is a buffer object in OpenGL that contains a collection
of rendering destinations. So instead of downloading data from a texture it can be
downloaded (read) from a frame buffer object if suitable for the current implementation.
This is done using the OpenGL API function glReadPixels when a frame buffer object
is bound. Reading can be done either directly to CPU memory of through the use of a
PBO.

5.2

Splitting

There is a variant of glTexImage called glTexSubImage. It can handle data offset enabling
one to transfer just part of the data to only fill part of the texture. This could be useful
when only part of the data has changed or when the data transfer want to be split into
several pieces allowing sequential or parallelized transfers of smaller pieces. glReadPixels is
almost the counterpart of glTexSubImage, it reads (downloads) a part of an image instead.
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The splitting of the image can be done in two ways. Either you split the image by
complete rows just moving the data pointer forward each time a new piece is to
be transfered. The other way is to split the image into rectangular parts (tiles) not
using complete rows. This can be done through the use of the OpenGL API call
glPixelStore[w21]; it sets pixel storage modes providing a way to read/write an arbitrary
rectangle from/to a texture. Both these methods can be seen in figure 12 below.

Figure 12: Two different ways of dividing a texture into pieces. The left version uses
glPixelStore to set the offset and row length and the right one is just simple pointer
arithmetics. p1 through p4 denotes the data pointers where each piece starts.

5.2.1

Sequential splitted conventional transfer

As the transfer speed to pixel ratio is not linear, one interesting method to test is
sequential splitted conventional transfer. The image data is divided into several parts and
then the parts are transfered one by one sequentially. If the initialization overhead is not
to big this method could improve the total transfer time.
By using this method you also get a feature for free; you may start working on part of
the data that has been transfered while waiting for the other parts to arrive. There are
of course many things to keep in mind with synchronization and concurrency problems
arising, probably making this feature unusable.

5.3

Multi-threaded transfer methods

As OpenGL is a finite state machine, several threads cannot execute simultaneously using
the same state machine instance. Each thread that wants to execute OpenGL commands
needs its own state machine, i.e its own OpenGL context. Contexts may share objects
between each other making it possible to use several context to accomplish one task.
One must though make sure that the threads cooperate nicely and do not ruin things for
each other. An important fact to know is that frame buffer objects are not shareable in
OpenGL[10] and are thus not suitable for multi-threading.
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5.3.1

Multi-threaded conventional transfer

Instead of transferring the images sequentially one could instead start a few threads and
let them transfer the pieces of the image. The main thread allocates the texture and then
the worker threads transfer a piece of the image each using glTexSubImage.

5.3.2

Multi-threaded Pixel Buffer Object transfer

Pixel buffer objects can also be parallelized. The main thread allocates the PBOs and
textures. The worker threads performs two tasks each. The first task is to transfer part
of the texture into/from a PBO, this is done using glTexSubImage and therefore requires
an OpenGL context. The next task is a transfer into/from part of the allocated PBO
memory. This is just a regular memory copy and therefore one do not need an OpenGL
context.
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6

Result

The test results were gathered from several computer platforms. All test platforms and
their specification are listed below and given a name.

GPU

Operating
system

Name

Type

CPU

AlphaDesktop

Desktop

Intel Core2 Duo
E6750 (2,66 GHz)

NVIDIA
Quadro FX
370

Windows
XP (32
bits)

BravoLaptop

Laptop

Intel Core i7
2670QM (2,2
GHz)

Intel HD
Graphics 3000

Windows
7 (32 bits)

CharlieLaptop

Laptop

Intel Core i7 (1,7
GHz)

Intel HD
Graphics 3000

Windows
7 (32 bits)

CF19_Win7

Rugged
laptop

Intel i5 2520M
(2,50GHz)

Intel HD
Graphics 3000

Windows
7 (32 bits)

CF19_XP

Rugged
laptop

Intel i5 2520M
(2,50GHz)

Intel HD
Graphics 3000

Windows
XP

DeltaDesktop

Desktop

Intel Core 2 Quad
Q9550 (2,83
GHz)

GeForce 8800
GTS 512MB

Windows
7 (64 bits)

EchoLaptop

Laptop

Intel Core 2 Duo
P8600 (2,4 GHz)

ATI Mobility
Radeon HD
3650

Windows
XP

FoxtrotDesktop

Desktop

Intel Xeon E31240
(3,3 GHz)

Nvidia Quadro
2000

Windows
7 (64 bits)

GolfDesktop

Desktop

Intel Xeon E31240
(3,3 GHz)

Nvidia Quadro
600

Windows
7 (64 bits)
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The transfer methods described in the sections Standard transfer methods and Extended
transfer methods were given shorter names in the results to avoid cluttering. The tables
below maps method to their short names.

Method

Short name

Conventional transfer upload

GLImage

Conventional transfer without reallocation upload

GLSubImage

Sequencial conventional transfer splitted into tiles

SeqGLSubImage

Multi-threaded conventional transfer with image data
splitted into tiles

ThrGLSubImage

Multi-threaded conventional transfer with image data
splitted by rows

ThrRowGLSubImage

Single pixel buffer object

1PBOv1

Two pixel buffer objects

2PBOv1

Single pixel buffer object without glMapBuffer

1PBOv2

Two pixel buffer objects without glMapBuffer

2PBOv2

Single Multi-threaded Pixel Buffer Object

1ThrPBO

Two Multi-threaded Pixel Buffer Objects

2ThrPBO

Table 4: Short names for all upload methods
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Method

Short name

Conventional transfer download

GLGetTexImage

Single pixel buffer object

1PBOv1

Two pixel buffer objects

2PBOv1

Single pixel buffer object without glMapBuffer

1PBOv2

Two pixel buffer objects without glMapBuffer

2PBOv2

FBO download

FBOGLReadPixels

FBO download with single pixel buffer object

FBO-1PBO

FBO download with two pixel buffer objects

FBO-2PBO

FBO download with single pixel buffer object without
glMapBuffer

FBO-1PBOv2

FBO download with two pixel buffer objects without
glMapBuffer

FBO-2PBOv2

Table 5: Short names for all download methods

6.1

Evaluation I

In the first evaluation phase all available methods were tested. One might think that
the ratio between data size and time is linear; this is not the case. Below is a graph
showing the time required to upload increasingly larger data sizes using transfer method
GLSubImage.
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Figure 13: Total time needed to transfer image data with increasing data sizes on the
AlphaDesktop.
The standard transfer methods were evaluated on all computers in the test set. Below is an
image showing the average transfer time for upload and download across all computers
using the standard transfer method(s). The times in parentheses denote the transfer time
for the slowest and the fastest computer.

Figure 14: Typical video processing workflow with average times for transferring data using
the standard way on nine different computers (defined in Results section)
Results showed a few other important facts
•

Open GL version does not affect transfer speed
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•
•

Internal pixel format has to match the pixel format, otherwise the transfer will
not work
Different number of bitmaps and number of textures does not affect transfer
speed

So therefore these parameters were excluded in next phase Evaluation II.

6.2

Evaluation II

In the second evaluation phase the method from the first phase was tested together with
the new versions implemented in the Extension phase. Pixel format BGRA is a common
format and PAL is a common resolution in the real-time video processing area and is
therefore default settings for most of the tests below. Each transfer is ran at least 100
times to make sure to get a reasonably stable result. Below is a graph showing the spread
of the data. The values between the red and blue lines consists of 95% of the test data.
As the variance is very small and thus negligible, it is not included in any of the other
graphs.

Figure 15: Showing the spread of the data for 100 data transfers using GLImage on
AlphaDesktop
Most graphs show the transfer speed and not the latency; the transfer speed in this case
is calculated directly from the latency. This means that the transfer speed seen is not
a measurement of the throughput rate, but the transfer rate of the data including the
overhead. The reason for this is to simplify the comparison between pixel formats as they
have different data sizes.
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First follows two figures showing an overall comparison of the relative transfer speed for
all methods across all computers in the test set. It is meant to give a general guideline of
the performance of the methods compared to each other.

Figure 16: Comparison between upload methods using pixel format BGRA and PAL
resolution, the results for all computers have been normalized and summarized

Figure 17: Comparison between download methods using pixel format BGRA and PAL
resolution, the results for all computers have been normalized and summarized
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Immediately it looks like PBOs without FBO is the worst method. This is the case for all
computers except GolfDesktop. Further on the download methods has a spread of only
36 percentage points while the upload methods has 57 percentage points spread. This
indicates that it is probably easier to determine a common best upload method than a
common best download method. This is actually the case as described below in section
8.3 (Decision Algorithm).
GLImage is the standard upload method and only has a relative speed of 50% versus
the best upload method. This shows that it is very important to reuse texture objects
(GLImage allocates new while GLSubImage uses an already allocated texture) and that
many computer can gain a lot from using another upload method than the standard one.
Below are some results showing how much time can gained by using the best method
compared to using the standard method (GLImage for upload and GLGetTexImage/
FBOGLReadPixels for download).

Figure 18: Comparison for upload by using the best method compared to the most used
standard method (GLImage) using pixel format BGRA and PAL resolution
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Figure 19: Comparison for download by using the best method compared to any of the two
most used standard methods (GLGetTexImage and FBOReadPixels) using pixel format
BGRA and PAL resolution
On almost all computers a lot of time can be saved by not using the standard upload
transfer method. CharlieLaptop even exceeds the hard time constraint of 40ms solely on
upload using the basic method, whereas the best method only uses 2 ms.
For download it is a bit harder, there are two standard transfer methods; one reads from
a texture and another from an FBO. So it depends on where the data actually resides.
Worth noting is that on every laptop there are a lot of time to save on at least one of
the methods (excluding CF19_Win7 which has the exact same transfer speeds for all
methods). Several computers are past the soft contraint of 20ms (assuming half the hard
cosntraint for upload/download) meaning that there are critical time to save, probably
changing download from unmanageable to manageable in real-time.

6.2.1

Rugged laptop

The most notable result is the huge difference in speed on the rugged laptop Panasonic
CF-19 when comparing Windows XP and Windows 7. The difference in transfer speed
for all upload methods can be seen below; take note that the scale is logarithmic.
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Figure 20: Comparison between upload methods on a CF19_XP and CF19_Win7 using
pixel format BGRA and PAL resolution
All download methods on CF19_Win7 perform equally fast, 17 MB/s 4, which is a
terrible slow transfer rate. This is probably a graphics driver issue; the CF-19 comes with
pre-installed Windows 7 and graphics driver which are locked and therefore can not be
updated. A user is stuck with the shipped driver (and really low performance) unless a
manual update of drivers is performed.

6.2.2

Pixel buffer objects

The pixel buffer methods can be divided into two groups; those using one PBO and those
using two PBOs. Below is a graph showing these two groups' overall performance. In all
cases two PBOs are better than a single PBO rendering all single PBO methods obsolete.

Figure 21: Comparison of a single PBO versus two PBOs over all test platforms
4. using PAL resolution and BGRA pixel format
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6.2.3

Pixel formats

A few different pixel formats where tested. Pixel format RGBA performs worse than
BGRA on most computers (all but GolfDesktop were RGBA is actually better), but when
comparing YUV against BGRA it is a bit more complicated. Below is a graph showing
the transfer time for a PAL image on all test computers using YUV and BGRA pixel
formats. YUV has a slower transfer rate than for all methods but due to the smaller data
size of an YUV image it performs faster on a few methods.

Figure 22: Comparison of two pixel formats, YUV and BGRA on a CF19_XP with PAL
resolution
Bumping the resolution up to HD goes in favor of YUV. It then outperforms BGRA
not only by transfer time but also by transfer speed for some of the methods. As YUV
transfer three different images (as opposed to BGRA's one), the initialization overhead is
bigger than for BGRA. The impact of this overhead decreases as the data size grows, and
the actual data transfer plays a bigger part. Below is a graph showing the transfer time for
HD.
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Figure 23: Comparison of two pixel formats, YUV and BGRA on a CF19_XP with HD
resolution

6.2.4

Resolution

The resolution of the image can affect the results as seen above when comparing BGRA
and YUV. Different computers also behave differently with different resolution. Below
is a comparison of High-definition and Standard-definition on two desktop computers.
Worth noticing is that AlphaDekstop achieves a faster transfer speed with SD while
GolfDesktop achieves a faster transfer speed with HD. This further enhances the results
from Evaluation I that the ratio between resolution and data size are not completely
linear.
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Figure 24: Comparison of SD (Standard-definition) and HD (High-definition) for all
methods on AlphaDesktop and GolfDesktop

6.3

Decision Algorithms

The results above were used to design two decision algorithms; one for upload and one
for download. These designs can be used when trying to integrate or implement a data
transfer controller handling transfer between CPU and GPU the fastest way possible for
every occasion and on every platform.

6.3.1

Upload

The two best methods for uploads are GLSubImage and SeqGLSubImage.
SeqGLSubImage is just a variant of GLSubImage where the image is splitted into parts
and transferred sequentially. So all we want to to is how many parts the image needs to
be splitted into; not splitting the image will be the same as using GLSubImage. As can be
seen in figure 23 below there exists a maximum where the transfer speed is the highest.
The location of this maximum can be determined by picking a few data points along
the x-axis and measuring the transfer speed. When the maximum is located the number
of parts to split into can easily be calculated; split the image into parts as close to this
maximum as possible. The local minimum in the middle of the graph must be avoided
at all costs, unluckily this local minimum is positioned around the PAL resolution and is
thus a very commonly used data size in real-time video processing.
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Figure 25: The transfer speeds of GLSubImage at different resolutions running on
AlphaDesktop with pixel format BGRA.

6.3.2

Download

For download there are several candidates for the best method. Five of the download
method was the best method on at least one of the nine test computers. All methods was
in the top three on at least one computer. Below is a table showing the number of times
each method is best, second best or third best on a computer in the test set.
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Method

First place

Second place

Third place

GLGetTexImage

4

0

0

FBOGLReadPixels

2

1

0

FBO-1PBO

0

3

1

FBO-2PBO

1

1

2

FBO-2PBOv2

1

0

2

1PBOv1

0

1

1

2PBOv2

1

0

0

FBO-1PBOv2

0

0

2

2PBOv1

0

1

0

1PBOv2

0

1

0

Table 6: A comparison of all upload methods showing how many times
they were fastest, second fast and third fast

As some methods read from an FBO and some methods read from a texture it is
important to know if the current system is using and and binding and FBO or not. By
knowing this, the methods can be categorized into two groups. If an FBO not already
exists but and an FBO method is fastest, more investigation needs to be made to know if
the addition of an FBO will improve the overall performance or not.
This means that it is impossible to choose a single method to be called the best one. To
determine the best method a few tests need to be ran. A simple decision tree can be used
to reduce the number of tests needed.
Below is a simple decision tree showing in what order to do the tests. Note that all
methods using one PBO has been discarded as they are worse that two PBOs as shown in
figure 19. The first test determines whether or not to use an FBO to read from. If FBO
reading is not applicable or supported in the current system, the right branch of the tree
can chosen immediately.
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Figure 26: A decision tree describing the order in which to test the method to determine the
fastest one
By using this decision tree at most four methods needs to be tested out of the original
seven. This reduces the time it takes for the data transfer controller to determine the
fastest method. The data controller could actually do this on the fly; transfer each frame
with a new method and compare the result against the best method so far. After a few
frames the best method for that computer will have been found. Figure 27 below shows
how the decision tree would behave on the CF19_XP computer from the test set. The
fastest methods is found after four frames which equals to 0,16 ms when working with a
25 fps video. This is actually the worst case for this tree and is therefore an upper bound
for the time required to find the best method.

Figure 27: Showing the decision tree in action on the CF19_XP computer

6.3.3

Real-time impact

The real-time impact of the decision algorithms can be seen in the picture below. In gray
are the times from figure 14 denoting the transfer time when using standard transfer
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methods. The black numbers denote the average transfer time achieved when using
the decision algorithms, in parentheses are the values for the slowest and the fastest
computer. As the image shows a lot of time can be saved by using the decision algorithms
as opposed to using the standard transfer methods.

Figure 28: Comparison between the transfer times with (black) and without (gray) the
decision algorithms.
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7

Conclusion

The average upload time for the standard method across all computers in the test set was
~8 ms, and the download time was ~21 ms rendering download impossible in the given
time constraint (40 ms including video-processing). When using the decision algorithms
to determine the fastest method the times can be cut down to ~2 ms for upload and
~2 ms for download. This is an overall speedup of 7,25 and most importantly enables
download to be performed in Imint's products without spending the entire time budget.
Drivers and operating system heavily affect the transfer time. An important fact to notice
is that the latest version is not always the best. As shown Windows XP outperforms
Windows 7 on the Panasonic CF-19 rugged laptop.
The time required to transfer image data is not completely linear to the data size. The
transfer rate heavily depends on the data size and platform, therefore precaution must be
taken not to fall into a possible local minimum.
Upload are generally faster than downloads, especially when using the standard transfer
methods. Utilizing the decision algorithms described in this report, upload and
download approximately take the same amount of time on average.
In the area of real-time video processing, textures needs to be reused; data is sent to the
graphics card very often and most of the time only to update previous textures.
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8

Future Work

Below are some thoughts and comments for future work in this area.
•

Measure the amount of idle GPU and CPU time during transfers; this idle
time can actually be used for other work. A method with more idle time can be
better than a method with less idle time even if they have the same latency.
This especially applies to the methods using PBO as they support
asynchronous transfers.

•

The only sequentially splitted transfer method tested is to split into tiles, the
left variant shown in figure 12. It would be a good idea try the other way of
splitting (into rows), as the sequentially splitted transfer actually was the fastest
in many cases. The row splitted sequential transfer was not tested due to time
constraints.

•

Results in this report only shows the total transfer time (latency) for a transfer.
One interesting thing would be to know the actual initialization time and the
actual data transfer time. It is hard to measure as OpenGL sometimes packs all
functionality into a single API call (the case for glTexImage2D).

•

The current implementation has problems measuring download rate for pixel
format YUV. The setup of the FBO in all methods using an FBO does not
work properly. Due to time constraints this problem was not solved, so all
transfer methods using FBO are disabled when transferring an image with pixel
format YUV.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Test results

All test results for all nine computers in the test set can be found online at
http://sportfantast.se/djulzmark/
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